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SUBJECT: GENERA590PerEt10:1;:a

SPECIFILF- Di eposel of Radio Sets

uth:

1. As. reported in. Vi -1918, all but two of the ten rad.io sets
issued us have been disposed of. Of the ei ght alreedy 'curled or edven to
aefents for safe keepin . , we have complete data on six of them. The date on two
of the buried sets is not sufficient': detailed for firwardinz to eiasidagton,
and will he seat on as soon as we are satisfied that the Circetions are un-
mistakable to anyone sent to locate thein The two sets ycet to be burieC vill
del int te lizo be token cr=re of durtnLr the first ten deys of Oct obe r. This uojeot
azill be entrusted to C	 3 whom we understa,ni	 tratnines i n this
work in Germy,

2. The six sets an which we have comolcte data are located as follows:

'4) Set 'Jo. 1 -

	7b; Set	 -	 3 See VSi!,/iini L,Q avid s!:eta• ll (ottached).
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not want to lose, yet which would comPromise him somehow if they
were discovered by the Soviets- The uncle is the active heacL of
the piano cePair fizn which belongs to C	 l's wifels
The sketch shows a floor plan of the workshop on the second floor
of the buildin g at Vienna I, lineckerstresse T. Access to the
second floor is throu6h a corridor having signs which point the
way to the piano shop . The radio - iesigneted by the red dot in
the sketch	 is on the ton shelf of a built-in wall cabinet, to
which the uncle holds the only key. The cabinet confrins various
materials used in p iono repair and is only seldom o pened, and
then only by the uncle himself. a	 M reports the cabinet is
very untidy inside, and that the radio is covered with old news-
papers, rapes and other odds and ends which were in the cabinet at
the time. The top shelf can be reached only with the aid of a
ladder, end its contents are not distinguishable to anyone stand-
ing on the floor even when the cabinet is open. It is never un-
locked except when the uncle wants to fetch something from it, anij
is then immediately locked again.

The recommended approach is to inquire of c.	 2himself at his
home, saying "Ich komme von Herrn Long weafen des Xoffers, den er
bein Ihnen gelassen hat." If c is not at home at the first
attemp t, anyone inquiring after the radio can make an appointment
with him through his wife by sayin g simply "Ich komme von Herrn
Lang". If something has happened to remove C	 j entirely from
the scene, or if it is not deemed wise to call a. second time at
C	 ]17 apartment, the uncle can be approached directly either

in C	 3 I s apartment where he lives or in the p iano workshop.
The caller should then say "Ich komme von Fritz wag-en des Koffers,
den Sic in der iierkstaette haben". (rote: The uncle . supposedly
does not know the connection between 1Kr. long and the suitcase,
therefore, the name Fritz must be used.) 1

te
d.f)- Set No. 6 - c	 See skeifch an neg

u)
etives (attached). The

mu of Klosterneuburg is available. The set is buried about 18
inches underground midway between the tree marked "Nussbaum" on
the sketch and the wall, "Mauer" - a space of a little over one
meter. The small alley in which the garden hiding the set is
located is just one block off the main street of Klosterneuburg,
a small settlement in the XXVIth district of Greater Vienna.
Coming from the direction of the Danube, down KlosterneuburgIs
main street, Kreutzergasse is the first small street on the left
after leaving Berlinerstrasse. Turn left down Kreutrergasse for
one block. At the end of this block is a small bridge over the
Kierlinger Bach. On the observer's right as he stands on Kreutrer-
gasse facing- the bridge, is the municipal bath, which tears the
sign "Stredt. .;:armbad u FS seen in photograph marked (1), which was
taken from the bridge. Following the red arrows on the sketch,
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the entrance to the garden is the first gate on the right
beyond the municipal bath. The gate is always locked, and the
wall in which the :rate is set is about two meters high, but of
brick and can be climbed by an agile man. The nut tree beside
which the radio is buried is exactly 28 paces (of a man abort
5 1 9 9 ) from the gate to the garden.

The Earden belongs to a. house - Yo. 38 Stadtplatz - owned by
.3.'s aunt. However, it is not cultivated, and is screened

from the house by heavy vegetation. It is also closed off from
the rest of the property by a. fence, indicated by the continuous
red line on the sketch, and is only normally accessible by the
gate shown in photograph (2). The area alone' the wall is
heavily overgrown with weeds and vines as shown in Photograph
(3). c	 3 reconnoitered this site by day and buried the set,
at night without the knowledge of his aunt; therefore, it is
neither necessary nor desirable for anyone seeking this radio
to try to enlist the aid of the aunt in finding it. All trace
have been obliterated by L 	 who comments that the area
will doubtless be completely overgrown within a very short
time

3. Sketches are not to scale.

4	 LA. It is difficult to judge the location of set No. I buried by
‘419\tC a, without having been on the ground. However, from previous L	 memoranda,

(e" it seems evident that the key point in this scheme - Area "D" - has been adequately
identified. Photogra phs of these areas are in preparation and will be forwarded
shortly..7

. 5. In the descri ption of the location of set No. 2, the sentence be-
--,. ginning on line 4 of page 2 of VSUNIL/532 is somewhat confusitv. It should better

resd "The radio is buried midway between the silver birch (shown in red on the
attached sketch) and- the -oath at the point exactly 8 meters from the plrce the

-;,4p,-,th enters the woods." Sets Nos. 2 and 3 have both been carefully surveyed by
-4•,	 a and	 who believe that anyone armed with these sketches will have
no trouble locating the sets.

6. Sets Nos. 5, 4 and 6 are described adequately to enable a complete
stranger armed with snap and the attached sketches to find the radios.

7. The date on the second set buried by E 3 and on the second set
buried by At:	 and	 0 will be forwarded as soon as identification of the
area is cleared up.

Attachments
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DATE • 8 September 1948

FROM	 :c

SUBJECT : Burial of WIT Transmitter and Receiver

REF

1. The buried equipment includes 1 transmitter, 1 receiver, 1
power-pack, and miscellaneous spare parts. .The material has been wrapped 4

in a water-proof Plyofilm bag and again in a rubberized bag, and the whole
thing placed in a five-gallon lard can. The lard can has been soldered
shut and is absolutely water-tight; it is believed that the equipment should
keep in first class condition for at least 18 months. The can has been buried
under 1 foot of clay-like soil.

2. This equipment has been buried exactly 8.75 m directly behind a
kilometer stone on the Amtuxlsenstrasse, a road running through the Wienerwald
between Neuwaldegg in the XVII Hezirk and Huetteldorf - Halter Tal in the XIV
Bezirk. The stone, on the left side of the road going toward Neuwaldegg
from Huetteldorf, is clearly inscribed with 143.1,. 131/1 and is clearly visible
from the road. The radio is buried on the edge of a footpath that runs
parallel to the road and is well screened from the road by a dense beech
thicket. The burial location can either be reached by pressing through the
thicket or by following the footpath that starts at a clearing that opens up
on the left side of the road about 25 meters beyond the stone towards Newaldegg.
This footpath is slowly growing over; the radio is buried at a plebe where

the path widens directly behind the marker stone, which also can be seen from
the footpath. When facing the marker-stone from the path, one's back is
toward a triple-trunked young beech tree 6.60 in from the path; this tree is
set back in a dense beech wood.

3. Please see attached chart.
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